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cross-section of almost every organisation today, will
reveal a varied representation of generations. There
may be a few Baby Boomers lingering at the top of
the leadership ladder, some grossly energetic Generation X
workers, Millennials and very promising Generation Z entrants.
Alternatively, some organisations are completely youthful,
having a solely millennial leadership team.

in hopes that you are more conscious of your neighbour, their
generational affiliations and what is of value to them because
of it.

Whichever way our organisation’s cross-section turns out, we
find that the people value certain efforts from their leadership, in
a bid to fully serve the organisation’s passions. Generations are
a lens through which we can understand societal change. It is
best to view it as that, instead of a label with which differences
and similarities between groups are oversimplified.

If you would like to join our community of writers, send our EditorIn-Chief a message: Ewurabena.neequaye@focusdigitalgh.
com, or you can reach her directly on 0546791509. You can also
explore our digital platform hrfocusunivers.com and become a
subscriber today!

Society is changing every day. This means, every generation
values will be changing just as often. Research has shown that
as each generation gets older, their values and what they care
about changes as well. If you are in an organisation with different
generations, it helps to be mindful of where your people’s minds
are, and knowledge of their generational affiliations can be a
good place to start.
In this edition of the HR Focus Africa magazine, we have put
together different viewpoints on the generational discussion

Our HR Mélange this edition is serving heavy doses of top-tier
HR experience, through our spotlight features. We hope you also
enjoy the content around health, finance, HR, and edutainment.

Thank you for taking a look into HR
Focus Africa.
And oh yes, Merry Christmas, and have
a happy new year!

www.hrfocusmagazine.com

Mrs. Ewurabena Neequaye
Editor-In-Chief
HR Focus Africa Magazine
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Employee Fired For Airing
Discrimination Complaints,
Court Says No Retaliation

E

very employer knows that firing an
employee who makes discrimination
complaints can lead to a retaliation
lawsuit. But what happens when the
employee is fired for how they made the
complaints, and not for making them?
A court addressed this issue in a recent
ruling:
Hector Jenkins, an immigrant from Costa
Rica, worked for the Housing Court
Department in Boston when his supervisor
began making offensive comments to
him, such as calling him lazy and saying
nobody wanted him at the company. When
Jenkins was passed over for a promotion
for a white American employee, he filed a
discrimination complaint.
However, Jenkins didn’t go through the
proper channels. He sent long multiple
emails voicing his concerns to his
supervisors — as well as many of his coworkers. Jenkins sent over ten emails to

a majority of the company before he was
placed on administrative leave.
When Jenkins returned from leave, he
was told his complaints were being
investigated. He was also told to voice
his concerns through proper channels,
and to not air his grievances to the entire
company. Despite this warning, Jenkins
continued to send his emails. All the
while, his discrimination complaints
were being investigated by the
company.
Eventually, Jenkins was terminated
for insubordination, and he sued his
employer for retaliation.

multiple times not to send his complaints
to the entire company, but he refused to
stop. It was clear that Jenkins was fired
for insubordination — not for making a
discrimination complaint.
It also worked in the employer’s favor that
he/she took Jenkins’ complaints seriously
and was investigating them, despite his
insubordination.
One lesson employers can learn from this
case is to: Have clear reporting methods
and communicate them with employees.
The court’s ruling also helps reassure
employers that they can discipline workers
who don’t follow the proper reporting
methods.

PROPER REPORTING METHODS
The First Circuit rejected Jenkins’
retaliation claim. It said he wasn’t
fired for making complaints,
but rather for the way he made
them. The employer warned him

Libya: Row Over Attempt To
Suspend Foreign Minister
Najla El-Mangoush

L

ibya’s presidential council says it has suspended Foreign Minister
Najla El-Mangoush for 14 days and banned her from travelling,
pending an inquiry.
The committee accused her of not co-ordinating on foreign policy, but
the transitional government rejected the decision, saying she would
carry on as normal.
The political infighting follows comments she made in a BBC interview
about the Lockerbie bombing in 1988.
Libya admitted responsibility for the bombing in 2003.
Controversy ignited here after the minister spoke to the BBC about the
possible extradition of a new Libyan suspect wanted by the US over the
bombing.
The downing of the plane – in which 270 people were killed – remains a
sensitive subject here, and a painful one in the US and Britain.
Najla El-Mangoush told us that the Libyan government was very open
to collaborating with the US on the question of extradition, and said the
matter was progressing.
“We understand the pain and sadness of the victims and the families,”
she said.The move to suspend – and ground – the top diplomat comes

ahead of a major international conference on Libya in Paris next Friday.
It also comes as Libya is moving uncertainly towards nationwide
elections, due in late December.
This kind of dispute between institutions of state is not new in Libya, far
from it.
The country has two competing parliaments and is deeply divided
between East and West. With the elections approaching, the internal
competition is on the increase.
The Libyan government said the presidential council had no legal
authority to suspend or investigate a minister, and the foreign minister
would continue her work.
She is currently out of the country and is expected to attend the Paris
conference.
It’s likely that the international community will want this row to be defused
quickly, to keep the focus on holding elections – tricky as that may be –
and on the future of Libya.
Citinewsroom.com
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Uif Disburses R6.4m To
Workers Affected By July
Unrest In South Africa

T

he Unemployment Insurance Fund
(UIF) has commenced payments
to the Workers Affected By Unrest
(WABU) Relief Scheme and has so far
disbursed R6.4 million to 1,402 workers
that were affected by the July 2021 unrest
in Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal.
In a statement on Monday, the 8th of
November 2021, the department said the
payments were made from applications
received from 10 employers whose
applications were tested against stringent
criteria which involves checking if workers
have been registered and declared with
the UIF, monthly contributions are up to
date, as well as physical inspections of
affected businesses.

hard lessons learned from Covid-19 Ters
payments, the UIF has had to vigilantly
carry out due diligence and thorough
verification before making any payments,”
Yawa said.
He said that already, the Fund has
identified several WABU claims that
have been submitted to other insurance
companies where salaries are covered,
some applied for and shall get help from
the Industrial Development Corporation
(IDC) which also covers salaries in their
intervention. Yet some of these employers
still applied for UIF’s WABU benefit.

Since the opening of the application
process in August 2021, the UIF has
received applications from 500 employers
on behalf of close to 16,000 workers.

“We have also noted that some employers
have used false SAPS case numbers and
luckily our system can pick up through
checks that the cases are not genuine. We
urge all to act honestly, these are hardearned monies for vulnerable workers,
not get rich quick schemes,” Yawa said.

UIF Acting Commissioner, Advocate Mzie
Yawa, said that from the 500 employer
applications received, the UIF has paid
1,402 workers, which is not a great
number considering that 16,000 workers
have applied.

Yawa added that some of the claims have
been rejected because they have failed
to meet the basic minimum requirements
such as correct identity numbers, correct
banking details, no UIF declarations and
no UIF contributions found.

“We are however, not worried about this
seemingly low number because it shows
the robustness of our verification process,
which ensures that only those who meet
our standards are fit for payment. Due to

“We still have payments that bounce back
due to incorrect banking details and we
again appeal to employers to ensure that
they supply us with correct bank accounts
of their workers,” he said.

Meanwhile, the UIF recognises that
some of the rejected applications are
caused by genuine mistakes committed
by employers and will communicate with
them to make corrections for workers not
to lose their benefits.
“The bulk of the applications have
been picked up as beneficiaries from
South African Special Risk Insurance
Association (SASRIA) and Department of
Trade and Industry and Competition, and
the Fund is running checks if those claims
cover salaries and wages - and if they do,
they will be rejected to prevent doubledipping,” the statement read.
The WABU benefit is paid directly into
the employee’s bank account and is
calculated at a flat rate of R3,500.
The benefit is de-linked from the UIF’s
normal benefits, meaning workers’
accumulated credits are not used to
calculate the benefit amount payable to
the beneficiary. This is to enable workers
who have no credits to receive financial
support whilst their workplaces are in the
process of rebuilding or reopening.
Credit: Bizcommunity.com

Mozambique President
Sacks Defence Minister

I

t comes just a day after the president fired the interior minister,
Amade Miquidade.The president has not explained why he
has fired the country’s top defence and security leaders.

It’s believed that the decision has to do with the increased cases
of kidnapping, murder, terrorism and corruption, as well as a
rising number of road accidents.
Some of the cases have involved members of the defence and
the security forces.
Observers have called on President Nyusi to explain his
decisions to avoid public speculation, fear and disorder.

They say it’s not normal to sack two top security leaders in days
and that there must be a reason.
Credit: Myjoyonline.com
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Perennials; Moving
Beyond Generations
By: Mrs. Dzifa Romano Mensah

esearch has shown that these various generations define their
values very differently. They also vary in their beliefs and their
philosophy – how they solve problems, how they take risks, how
they communicate, how they even relate to authority and how they relate
to technology. For example, the current generation, they are what we
usually refer to as the digital natives, along with the millennials. Today,
a new school of thought and generational group is gaining popularity
and transcends the norm pertaining to generational gaps: Perennials.
The Perennials are a myriad of individuals who are of all ages, interests,
races, and genders. They all have that creative inclination and curious
nature in common; which is a powerful thing.
Having different generations in the world of work speaks to how we
relate with one another, in spite of differences. The global workforce is
changing daily, with many baby boomers retiring and many employers
seeking to hire young innovative minds with a different perspective.
Bringing the diversity conversation to bear is long overdue. Literature
has shown that most organisations have a unique cross-section of
generations and we find that each generation tends to view the other
differently, based on their own life experiences and expectations.

Some of the research done over the years suggests that each generation
has particular characteristics as listed below:
1925-1945 – Traditionalists: Adherence to rules, discipline, family
focus, hard work, and trust in government
1946-1964 – Baby Boomers: Anti-war, anti-government, equal rights,
involvement, and personal gratification.
1965-1980 – Generation X: Balance, diversity, global mindset and lack
of loyalty to an organization
1980-2000 – Millennials/Generation Y: Achievement, fun, civic duty,
sociability, and self confidence
2001-2020 – Generation Z: Very pragmatic/realistic, appreciate
diversity, optimistic, collaborative, believe in strong morals, achievementfocused, confident, highly self-esteemed, etc.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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A Different Generational View:
The generational conversation has become a ubiquitous one with
several articles and discussions being held on the difference between
Baby Boomers, Generation X, Generation Y and Generation Z. Several
schools of thought have been shared on the generations’ impact in
the workplace, what motivates them and how employers should treat
them to get the best out of them. This begs the question of diversity and
inclusivity (D&I) and how it comes to bear on generational gaps.
D&I conversations have mostly been about gender, race, religion and
in some cases sexual orientation. The term perennials coined by Gina
Pell, founder of The What; an online network with a vibrant community of
women who connect, share, and learn through the lens of lifestyle and
leadership, are described as “ever-blooming, relevant people of all ages
who live in the present time, know what’s happening in the world, stay
current with technology, and have friends of all ages”.
Perennials get involved, stay curious, mentor others, are passionate,
compassionate, creative, confident, collaborative, global-minded and
are risk takers. They continue to push up against their growing edge and
know how to hustle. They comprise an inclusive, enduring mind-set, not
a diverse demographic.
Perennials, also known as the “ageless generation” thus transcend the
generational box and are individuals of all ages who are open to purpose
driven careers, capability building and development, flexible work with
well-grounded work life integration.

9

The focus on perennials moves the conversation from silo generations
to a holistic one with a focus that cuts across generations and looks at
individuals and the value they are bringing to the organisation. It is also
more inclusive and plays on the inter woven diversities of a team and
harnessing it to drive business growth.
How this helps your business:
Perennials are a generation that cuts across all other generations and
are identified by a mindset and not by their age. No matter the age of a
perennial, there is the desire to be inspired by leaders who allow them
to grown, learn, and discover paths to becoming the “best they can be”,
and be part of a cause greater than themselves.
With such a mindset, Perennials can be the most loyal employees an
organisation could ask for. Further, business leaders will discover a crop
of employees who love their work and have completely bought-into the
vision. This is a powerful driving force that
allows people to see value in diversity as well
as oneness of heart and mind.
The generational dynamic has shifted and
perennials; the tribe of people that will
innovate and create the future of work are in
high demand. Are you one of them?
Mrs. Dzifa Romano Mensah
Senior Manager, HR - Enterprise Life,
Ghana & Gambia
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Regaining Their
Trust; the Customer
Recovery Process
By: Samuel Agyeman-Prempeh

C

exhausted all your strength to finish cooking? Better still, how
are you going to pay your staff and maintain the school when all
the students leave? Not possible right? That is when customer
service recovery comes in.

Losing a customer is losing revenue, which is bad for any
business at all. Who will buy all those shoes you’ve just stocked?
(or you’ll wear them yourself?). Who will buy all that food you just

Service recovery simply means the process of righting your
wrongs and gaining back your customer loyalty. Your clients
are human beings; they have emotions, sentiments and
expectations which when ignored or overlooked, can turn into
a bad experience. And when this experience is not quickly
resolved, the customer leaves unhappy or perhaps, even angry.
The potential of losing that customer is very high, and it is also
highly likely that he/she won’t recommend you to their network.
In this internet age where information travels so swiftly, he/she
may leave a comment online, and you’re sure to miss out on

ustomers are the lifeline of every single business. No
one sets up a business to serve themselves or their
employees because the money to grow the business and
pay the staff all comes from the customer. Without your clients,
your establishment is as good as dead! Simply put, you cannot
thrive without them. That is how important a customer is to a
company; doctors may call them patients, lawyers call them
clients, churches; congregants or members, hotels; guests,
schools will call them students, etc. The fact is, no matter how
you refer to them, consumers are considerably a very important
asset to your company, and you should treat them as such.

Article
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hundreds of prospective new customers because of that one
bad comment.
We all remember, or maybe some don’t, the song ‘United Breaks
Guitars’ by Dave Caroll released in 2009. The American singer is
said to have lost his customised guitar onboard a United Airlines
flight from Halifax connecting to Chicago. He complained to
three employees of the airline who seemed unconcerned about
his plight. The musician released a song to narrate his ordeal
and reports show that the airline lost about ten percent in shares,
a value of almost $180 million. And that was just four days after
the song was released!
Service recovery is essential because it gives companies the
chance to meet consumers’ expectations and prevent them
from possibly agitating. It’s an opportunity for the business to
save a customer relationship and improve. In fact, Harvard
Business Review found that people who complained or wrote
negative comments about a brand on social media and received
a response were more loyal afterward than those who never
complained at all (Zendesk blog).
The customer recovery process starts from receiving a complaint.
A complaint about what the customer is not happy about, and
your reaction to this grievance will make all the difference.
Welcome all feedback; good or bad, but especially the bad. Pay
attention to customers’ sentiments about your services, and act
promptly!
The service recovery process is summarised into this five-word
acronym “REACT”.
The first letter, “R” means to “react” to the grievances of the
customer. Reacting here means responding in a particular way
to the customer. Given a situation that your client is angry and
talking about a serious situation, you cannot laugh or show
unconcern like in the “Dave Caroll - United Airlines” case. You
need to react appropriately in order not to escalate an already
bad incidence.
Letter ‘E’, “Empathize”. Empathy is when you put yourself in the
customer’s shoes and try to understand just how they are feeling
at that very moment. Let them feel that you are concerned and
appreciate their sentiments. Empathy creates a connection
between you and the customer, thereby making them feel you
are with them. You may not be able to resolve all their problems
but you can always show empathy. United Airlines’ staff could
have simply empathised with Dave on the fact that the guitar
was custom-made, which means it must’ve been very dear to
him. They probably hadn’t lost a guitar before, but I’m sure they
may have in the past lost something that was special to them.
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and exquisite products right! If you want to always insist on the
fact that you are right and the customer is wrong, you may end
up with a business without customers. A simple apology could
have saved United Airlines that whopping $180 million.
“Communicate” your suggestions or solutions to the customer.
How are you going to resolve their grievance? What solutions do
you propose? Are you giving them a complimentary package, a
freebie, or a discounted item? Are you refunding their money?
Communicate to them what steps you are taking to get their
issue resolved. And be quick about it!
“Train” the customer. This training is usually a proactive approach
to avoid customer complaints in the first place. If the customer
doesn’t fully understand what they want, you must explain to
them the right thing, in order to not get their order wrong. For
instance, if you have a restaurant business and someone walks
in for some fried eggs and say they want “sunny side up well
done”, take it upon yourself to explain to them that “sunny side
up” and “well done” are two different things and that they can
have either one of the two or probably, one of each. In this case,
you are avoiding the chaos of preparing a sunny side up and
being told by the customer they wanted a well done, and vice
versa.
Bad customer service has become a normal practice in Ghanaone that people will hardly ever question as though it has become
acceptable with the frequency at which it happens. Especially
in organizations that think their services are essential and the
customer has no choice but to return. However, with the influx
of online businesses, people are starting to provide alternative
services and products and it’s just a matter of time before these
“essential” companies lose all their customers.
However, all hope is not lost. These companies can still recover
their clients if the right actions are implemented and executed.
Research proves that customers become more loyal when they
experience bad service and get it resolved properly. Actually,
clients who experience a service failure become more loyal
after the resolution than those who have never experienced it.
Abeg, this research finding does not give you the warrant to fail
in your service delivery to customers and try to patch up later
just so they will become more loyal. Learn from all the recovery
processes, put proactive measures in place, and continue to
treat all customers fairly and equally.

“Apologise” for whatever may have gone wrong for the customer
to complain. Yes, you may not have actually done anything
particularly wrong, you still need to apologise for the fact that
they felt upset by your service, even before you go ahead to
explain if there is the need to. The saying that the “customer
is always right” might seem like a cliché but it’s truer than you
think. Some schools of thought do say that “the customer is king”
and how would you treat a king? With the very best of services

www.hrfocusmagazine.com

Samuel Agyeman-Prempeh
Ghostwriter;
Lumière Creatif
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HR Excellence in
Financial Sector;
Fidelity Bank
A

fter a robust screening and selection process, Fidelity bank was
awarded the Best HR Management in Financial Sector Award.
Speaking to the Fidelity team, they said: “We are grateful to
God, first of all for yet another prestigious attainment, and we take this
opportunity to thank the Board, Management, and employees of Fidelity
Bank for all the support we continue to enjoy. They are the ones who
keep inspiring us to do better.”
The HR Focus Team sat down to speak to them, to ask how they feel
about this prestigious award, and the inner workings of the HR Team
that yielded this result. When asked how they felt about the Award, they
said: “it was a magical feeling when we heard Jerry Adjorlolo’s voice
announce: “The Best HR Management in Financial Services goes to…
Fidelity Bank!” Wow! The entire team was extremely excited that fateful
evening! This award reaffirms the fact that we are employing the best HR
Management practices within our business. The fact that our resilience
through the pandemic, and our agile response to the ever-changing
needs of our people and the environment also received due recognition
and commendation, brought us immense joy. It is a great feeling when
your effort and hard work is acknowledged and rewarded on such an
esteemed platform.”
Fidelity Bank’s HR Team is made up of twelve seasoned HR
professionals with a combined total of about 150 years’ worth of working
experience in HR Management as well as other relevant fields such
as credit, marketing, relationship management, etc. As part of their
effort to directly contribute to the overall strategy of the Bank, the HR
department works with business heads through the HR Business partner
concept. HR Business Partners have been assigned to the strategic
business units in the Bank to provide first-hand HR support to these
strategic business units to enable them realize their business objectives.
HR Business Partners work closely with business heads in the crafting
and execution of the relevant and critical HR strategies to support the
business in achieving its objectives. At Fidelity, HR Business Partners
are supported by HR Specialists in the following areas; Learning and
Development, Resourcing and Talent and Shared Services & Rewards.
To ensure alignment of HR’s strategy with the overall business objective,
the HR department is required to present its strategy to the board and
executive management on a yearly basis, to demonstrate how the
department is going to support the Bank to achieve its set targets for
the year.

Referrals, etc. They employ various selection tools like group tasks,
projects, presentations, assessment centres and the like, to select the
best fit talents for their business, in line with their corporate strategy.
As part of Fidelity Bank’s internal Talent Management process, they
have profiled all employees of the Bank based on the 9 Box Grid or
Framework to assist with the strategic management of their various
talents and strengthening their bench successor capacity across the
business. The HR team deliberately assigns employees to various
relevant capacity development programs aimed at preparing and
accelerating their growth with respect to technical and soft skills.
Over the last two years, Fidelity Bank’s HR Team has incorporated various
policy initiatives in response to the identified needs of their people. To
mention a few, they have automated most of their HR Processes and
continue to embrace the use of technology to improve service delivery.
HR Team managers continue to receive periodic agile training as part of
the transformation agenda of the Bank.
Further, a new cloud-based HR management system with the following
capabilities has been procured: Performance Management, Career
Management, Recruitment and Selection, and Exit Management. In
the last two years, the HR Team has made several strategic business
cases based on data decision-making. They conducted pulse surveys
in addition to their biennial engagement surveys.
Members of the HR Team have served as panelists at various in-house
or external fora. Additionally, they enhanced and introduced some
of the following existing policies and benefits aimed at improving the
employee experience:
1.Based on feedback from employees through a poll, they established
and opened their first Creche (Fidelity Kiddie Lounge) in September 2019
to respond to the unique needs of parenting staff with infants, babies, or
toddlers. The services are highly subsidized by the Bank.
2. In September 2019, they reviewed their Maternity Leave Policy from
3 to 4 months and the Paternity Leave Policy from 2 to 5 days.
3. Virtual Recruitment & Onboarding procedures supported by their
Oracle HR System

Fidelity bank’s talent management philosophy is hinged on attracting
and retaining the best talent regardless of where they are located on
the globe. Pursuant to this, they have invested in relevant selection tools
(Psychometric Online Testing Tool) to identify the best resources within
the industry with a view towards facilitating an agile environment and
providing the requisite support to engender a progressive bank-wide
learning culture. Fidelity Bank’s employee value proposition is to be an
employer of choice, and this influences how we acquire and retain our
top and key talent.

4. Deployment of an all-new Intelligent Online Learning Tool, called
Percipio LXP that enables learning on the go and in the flow of work.

Their external talent identification and acquisition strategies are executed
through participation in Career Fairs at various universities, Job Fairs,
engagement of National Service Personnel (they enroll between 80 and
90 graduates for National Service annually), our proprietary Graduate
Trainee Management Program, Internship Programs, Employee

8. Engagement of a Medical Consultant to guide the decision-making
process for covid-19 related issues.

5. Women empowerment and capacity building programs aimed at
improving representation at the Senior level.
6. Virtual Mini-Town Halls with Executives.
7. Virtual Classroom Training Programs.

9. Refreshed their Flexi-Policy to include work-from-home and remote
work.
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10. Assignment of staff with psycho-social challenges to the Bank’s
Clinical Psychologist for support.
11. Bank-wide education on Covid-19 by various experts as well as
provision of various support systems to employees of the Bank.
In our conversation with the leadership of Fidelity Bank’s HR Team, we
were informed that after winning the award for Best HR Management
in Financial Services, their next step as a team is to raise the bar even
higher.
They will keep enhancing their employees’ experiences based on insights
garnered from surveys, feedback sessions and research findings,
etc. Additionally, they will subject themselves and their practices to
International People certification assessment processes to ensure that
their practices remain robust and align with global standards.
Some features they use in their Employee Relations Strategy is
constantly engaging their staff via surveys, executive-led town halls, etc
to understand their needs and further communicate what is new and
obtain their buy-in during every change management process.
Organisational Culture
In their own words, “our corporate culture is hinged on faith in God,
mutual respect, transparency, meritocracy, collaboration, an unrelenting
quest for excellence and an inclination for social impact/giving back to
the communities we serve. This is aptly reflected in our 5 Fidelity values:
Culture of Excellence, Integrity, Passionate to serve, Driven to Exceed
Expectations, and Serving the Community.”
As part of their culture, they believe strongly in the God-factor and thus,
they begin all functions with prayers and also have a Christian Fellowship
across the Bank. Fidelity Bank is a meritocratic organization that rewards
all their high performers according to transparent and easily verifiable
benchmarks. Their values underpin their business operations and as
such, they constantly use different modes of communicating who they
are to their employees and other stakeholders. The culture is constantly
communicated by Executive, HR and it is lived through what is known in
Fidelity as “The Fidelity Way”. Their performance management process
measures both the hard-core objectives as well as the values to yield an
alpha-numeric rating. Their Values are part of the core strategic pillars
of the Bank. The values can be seen on their walls, notice boards, used
as screen savers, etc with the aim of reinforcing the right behaviours.
Mr. Owusu Boahen: His Leadership
We managed to have a conversation with the HR Head of Fidelity, Mr.
Owusu Boahen, he mentioned: “I feel extremely excited to be part of,
and leading a winning HR Team within the Financial Services Sector. I
am grateful to God that I have the able support of a very experienced

and matured team who always look for the best solutions to improve the
employee experience within the Bank.”
His philosophy has been embracing continuous learning and not settling
for mediocrity; in his own words, he said: “It has always been about
creating value and embracing Global Trends that can help me improve
upon what I bring to the table as a leader and an Executive Committee
member.” Personally, as an impactful member of the HR Community
in Ghana, he hopes to contribute towards Improving our visibility as
strategic partners at the executive level using big data. He believes HR
professionals need to embrace the use of data as a key strategic tool in
demonstrating their value to the business.
In Fidelity, he has put together continuous learning opportunities,
project-based assignments, team-level knowledge sharing sessions,
certification programs, e-learning, capacity building programs,
shadowing programs, where HR Business Partners handover their
responsibilities to Specialist HR Professionals in the team during their
absence.
Under Mr. Boahen’s leadership, the Human Resource function is seen
as a critical piece of the Bank’s management structure and continues to
feature regularly as one of the strategic pillars of the Bank. To show the
importance the organisation places on HR’s role, the Bank has formed
an HR Board Sub Committee to ensure the Board has an oversight of
the activities being undertaken by the HR department. Further, the HR
department reports directly to the MD (Managing Director) and sits
on the Bank’s Executive Committee. The HR department is one of the
few Support functions that presents their strategy at the board strategy
session every year.
As an HR leader, Mr. Boahen hopes to target Consultancy and serving
as an HR Mentor to groom more HR Professionals for our nation. In his
current organisation, the next project he hopes to achieve as Head of
HR, is to subject Fidelity Bank’s processes and practices to international
standards to earn the Bank a “Best Places to Work in Ghana Certification”.
The HR Focus Team looks forward to seeing what the next few years will
look like for the Fidelity HR Team.
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The Events Industry;
the People Perspective
By: Adwoa Bonsu

The event world keeps evolving and there are constant global
changes that cause us to change how our celebrations and
events are held. Be it in person, virtual or semi virtual, there
is an essential aspect that cannot be overlooked – the human
resource.

Some events establishments receive frequent internship
applications and offer individuals the opportunity to learn. Based
on their performance, good attitude to work and other factors,
these interns may then be retained and may rise up the ranks
to be temporary staff and then occasionally to permanent staff.

People are what make an event happen. In any line of work,
business cannot function without people as such, when it comes
to the event industry, hiring event staff is a critical creative job.
The kind of people hired to contribute to event planning, décor &
coordination will tell on the kind of outcome you get.

Giving your organisation a “friendly face” allows staff to feel
comfortable to share their needs, feedback and thoughts after
each project, You can have this done in three simple ways:

Whether staff are casual, permanent, temporary or fixedterm, they all need to have proper contracts, understand HR
policies and procedures relating to their employment, health
and safety, and get paid on time. Volunteers must be treated
equally alongside paid staff and must have access to the same
treatment, from: induction, assessment, training, etc.
Most event businesses have a few permanent staff, especially if
they are running a lean organization. It is the role of permanent
staff to handle the daily running of activities, sales, vendor and
client management services.

1. Provide insurance to make staff feel safe and taken care off
2. Pay salaries promptly
3. Allow all team members to give feedback
Businesses thrive on sustainability and long service of staff
members who understand the core values on which the
business is built. In the event industry, just as in any other, being
passionate about your business means being passionate about
your people.

Temporary staff are hired for a short period, based on the
intensity of productions that are to take place. The hire period
varies from 2 weeks to over a month. After their short contract
ends they get re-hired as and when they are needed.
www.hrfocusmagazine.com

Adwoa Bonsu,
Event Consultant
Rachelle Events
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Ways FINTECH can
Boost Your Business
Financial Technology or fintech, is drastically changing how we live and how we do business.
It is gradually improving the livews of business owners and giving them a competitive edge
Fintech enables wide range of benefits but at its core, is always increased accessibility and speed.
This technology can be leveraged to build businesses and here are three ways:

Access Funding &
Support Growth

Make The Switch to
Cloud Accounting

Utilise Smart Invoicing &
Automate Payments

Get updated with the LATEST NEWS in the
world of work, on the HR FOCUS UNIVERSE website

www.hrfocusuniverse.com

F i n a n c e AArr tti iccl lee
HHRR FFoo ccuuss AAffrri iccaa
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Financial
Inclusion

& Fintech
A

ll across the continent, pre-COVID-19 life was laced with
unending Fintech solutions for easing life’s processes.
From paying for your dinner through a mobile app, to
paying for an uber ride with a stored credit card, fintech is an
unsung hero of day-to-day transactions.
Most people do not realise it, but fintech is a big part of one’s
personal and professional day. Ernst and Young’s 2019 Global
FinTech Adoption Index cites the adoption rate of fintech as
more than two-thirds (64%) globally. According to that report,
three out of four consumers used money transfer and payment
solutions last year.
What Is Fintech?
Fintech is a portmanteau for “financial technology”. It is a catchall term for any technology that is used to augment, streamline,
digitize or disrupt traditional financial services,
Fintech refers to software, algorithms and applications for both
computer and mobile-based tools. Fintech platforms enable
run-of-the-mill tasks like depositing checks, moving money
among accounts, paying bills or applying for financial aid. They
also encompass technically intricate concepts like peer-to-peer
lending or crypto exchanges.
Banks use fintech for both back-end processes – behindthe-scenes monitoring of account activity, for instance – and
consumer-facing solutions, like the app you use for checking
your balance, Individuals use fintech for everything from tax
calculations to dabbling in the markets, with no prior investing
experience necessary.
What is Financial Inclusion?
Financial Inclusion means that individuals and businesses have
access to useful and affordable financial products and services
that meet their needs – transactions, payments, savings, credit
and insurance – delivered in a responsible and sustainable way.
According to the world bank, fintech can democratize access
to finance and the world can move closer to achieving financial
inclusion, in a world where access to financial services and
high-speed broadband internet is not universal or affordable.

By: Ewurabena Neequaye

The world bank looks at financial inclusion across three
dimensions: “Access, Usage, and Quality” of financial services.
Fintech has the potential to lower costs, while increasing speed
and accessibility, allowing for more tailored financial services
that can scale. Over the last decade, 1.2 billion previously
unbanked adults gained access to financial services, and the
unbanked population fell by 35%, primarily boosted by the
increase in mobile money accounts.
How do these two come together?
Access, Usage, and Quality of financial services is largely
boosted through the use of Fintech. Though traditional banks may
incorporate some form of technology in their service portfolio,
the extent to which such software or technology simplifies or
disrupts traditional financial processes will determine how
financially inclusive it is. Research has shown that through global
advancement, financial services have become more accessible
– there is still a long way to go in making the available financial
technology more inclusive.
The ease and convenience of having all banking services
available in a single app, and available across international
borders will be a huge step forward for inclusivity. Ultimately,
the role of traditional banks will diminish on the global stage as
emerging economies continue to shift toward financial inclusion
powered by fintech.
The more meaningful question will then be – how ready are
our business systems and HR structures for this shift? Do we
actively utilize financial technology in our various disbursements,
payments, etc? If not, it may be a
wise move for organisations to begin
adjusting their systems to include
fintech, as the world order moves
towards permanently adapting more
convenient and inclusive tools and
software to make life easier and more
convenient for users.
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Mrs. Ewurabena Neequaye
Editor-In-Chief
HR Focus Africa Magazine
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Easy Ways to Recognize,
& Reward Your Employees

Thank employees after
completing a particularly
difﬁcult or tedious
assignment

Be speciﬁc in
your praise

Recognize your people
in the moment

08

Recognize Accomplishments
Outside of Work

09

Flex time

10

Added Vacation
Time

04

Don’t use Praise
too frequently

11

Organized social
events

05

Use trust to recognize
employees

12

On-site relaxation

06

Encourage employees
to recognize each other

13

Wellness activities

07

Host in Awards
Ceremony

14

Fun and games

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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A WINNING HR TEAM:
VODAFONE GHANA’S
SUCCESS STORY
V

odafone Ghana’s HR Team swept seven awards at the HR
Focus Awards 2021, including the individual awards: HR
Oriented CEO Award, the Rising Star Award, and the HR
Practitioner of the Year Award. The HR Focus Team sat down
with them to delve into the nitty-gritty of their HR system, and we
learnt a whole lot!
In her own words she felt, “Excited, overwhelmed, humbled; and
all the positive adjectives”. For Hannah Ashiokai Akrong, HR
Director of Vodafone Ghana, winning all those awards seemed
like a full circle moment for her at that time. Twenty years ago,
before she started her journey in HR, her background was in
marketing. In one of the multinationals she worked with, she
joined the HR Advisory Team and that was when she realized
what she really wanted to do. Having pursued that passion, and
following where it led her, it was a full circle moment for her,
having her team receive all those awards.
If anyone were to describe Vodafone Ghana’s recruitment and
selection process in one word, it would be: digital. Vodafone’s
HR Team’s digital transformation journey took a look at all their
processes, end to end and wanted to offer a positive experience
at every point of interaction. To do this, they brought on board
HireVue (a recruitment agency) and that has both simplified
the process and reduced the cost by half. This has increased
productivity, garnered positive feedback from hiring managers
and line managers, as well as positively impacting candidate
and employee experience.

Vodafone’s HR Team envisions recruitment and selection as
the door into their organisation. As such, they make it a point to
focus on getting the right fit for the organisation, pertaining to
their culture. Their behavioural base questions focus on “hows”
and not only the “whats” – which are the technical things – in
order to properly know the candidates and discover whether or
not they are a good fit. The first day candidates get into the
organisation, it is called “A Perfect Day One Experience” –
Vodafone ensures employees have everything they need, their
peer buddy, equipment needed to work, and they continuously
measure these things. Every month, reports are made to EXCO
(The Executive Committee) on this, and the HR Team usually
has excellent scores over 98%.
Vodafone Ghana’s HR Team prides themselves in putting the
employee first in everything that they do. In their own words,
“everybody says that your employees are your biggest assets,
but how do you show them that they are your biggest assets:
by one, the policies that you put in place that are friendly to
employees even when it is tough,” A good example of such
a tough decision that was made in favour of their employees
was when in the thick of the pandemic, Vodafone rolled out
their four-month paternity leave policy. It may not have been
the best time to do this, but they read what their employees
wanted and they acted on it. Beyond policies, they thrive on
creating an environment of belonging for their employees. To
do this, they put inclusion first in everything that they do. They

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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take Unconscious Bias Training, that equips line managers and
employees alike with everything they need to be successful at
Vodafone.
When relating with staff, openness and communication has
been the driving force. First of all, they ensure that employees
understand the purpose of the organisation and secondly, they
know what the strategy is. The Vodafone HR Team believes
that once their people understand and know the strategy, they
can put all hands-on board in achieving their goals. A practical
example of this is when they launched their Change Strategy,
it came from the bottom up. The Vodafone HR Team travelled
round the country and familiarized all employees with it, and
organised quarterly reviews to ensure everyone understood the
strategy.
For the HR Team, communication is extremely key and they
do their best to do a good job at it. Listening to employees
through various surveys helps them deliver on their employee
value proposition. Fortunately, they have a very vocal staff
that communicates exactly what their challenges are and their
expectations.
Further, Ashiokai shared, an innovative program called, “#You
said, we did”. She explained, “based on all the feedback, we
determine our action plan and before we roll it out, we talk about
it with the entire staff: “#You said, we did”, and point to some of
the things that we did because of the feedback received. This
spurs our employees on to give us more feedback.
Winning the award for Best Organisation in Safety, Employee
Wellbeing, and Workplace Design was “an exciting award to
win” for the Vodafone HR team. They take health, safety and
wellbeing very seriously and all stakeholders, be it an
employee, vendor or customer, can attest to that.
Hannah Ashiokai Akrong; Her Leadership
As the HR leader of one of Ghana’s leading
multinational organisations, her philosophy
has been to ensure that the brand she works
for is one its people can be proud of. For
her, the employer value proposition has to
be very strong and she believes it starts
internally. Finding out key things about how
employees view policies, initiatives, etc. are all
ways that inform her choices on how to lead the
Vodafone people in the right direction.
The next project she intends to focus on, is
finding a way to bring together all the employees
who have different work models (hybrid, working
from home, and front-line staff), and ensure they
are all having a positive experience.
Additionally, as an organisation that is transforming
from a telecommunications company to a technology
communications company while putting the people
at the center, there are a number of questions that
come to mind in preparing both the organisation
and staff for the next phase: what are the skills
of the future, where is our organisation going
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and what are the skills needed to get there, what is the current
population of your organisation, to mention a few. In the near
future, things like cyber security, software engineering, customer
value management will become even more of a priority. The
Vodafone HR team is also working on a buy, build and borrow
system where they get external people to augment the internal
team, build training programmes that will build team capabilities
and borrow from the broader group, resources that they may not
have locally. That is the three-pronged approach they are taking
into the future.
In Ashiokai’s own words, “To whom much is given, much is
expected – there is a place for us to do real work, partnering
with government and universities to really build on the quality of
graduates and fully train them for the new and digital world of
work. That is something I am passionate about”. She expressed
a desire for HR practitioners to get together more often, saying:
“it is so much fun, so much learning and networking”. HR Focus
has provided a couple of different platforms to do that but we
need to make the time to meet, vent, laugh and share best
practices.
HR Focus is looking forward to the next years of success for
Vodafone Ghana, and we look forward to partnering with them
to impact the world of work positively.
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“Having Our People at Heart”;
The Story of Newmont
Ghana’s HR Team

N

ewmont Ghana, a recognized gold mining industry
leader won six awards at the 2021 HR Focus Awards!
They were adjudged the Best Organization in Learning
and Development Practice, Best HR Management in Energy
and Natural Resources, Best Organization in HR Information
Systems, Best Organization in Localization, Best Organization
in Diversity and Inclusion and Overall Best Organization in HR
Practice.
After such an amazing feat, the HR Focus Team had tête-à-tête
with Awo Quaison-Sackey who serves as the Regional Vice
President of Human Resources at Newmont Ghana. In describing
how she felt about the win, she said: “my first reaction is that I
am honored to win any award. I am also gratified because since
the last awards ceremony in 2019, my team and I set a goal
to win more awards and we worked hard at it, in spite of the
challenges 2020 brought.’’
According to Awo, at Newmont, the focus is on both individual
issues and really big strategic issues at the same time, in order to
achieve their long-term vision. The Newmont HR team continually
leverages opportunities for learning from what is happening
in the business including the safety and culture reviews that
they have partnered with the Health and Safety department to
implement. In a nutshell, they have broadened their scope on
safety in the mines, as well as inclusion and diversity through the
safety and culture reviews.
In the area of localization, Newmont’s strategy in ensuring that
local employees are well aligned to the global mission, fully
developed and equipped to serve in roles hitherto held by
expats has been pivotal to their success.
Since Newmont expanded into the African region, regional
strategy maps (in all the Newmont organizations around the

globe) are drawn up yearly from the global strategy map. Road
shows are organized across the sites to create awareness
amongst managers and employees on what the strategy for the
year is. This creates a sense of ownership and alignment and
allows individual employees identify what their contribution to
the organization’s goals are.
The Newmont HR Team proudly identifies itself as “One HR”.
This name was coined to reflect the united front and teamwork
they have built. Their strategy is having the right people, in the
right jobs, doing the right work at the right time. Every year, they
review the guiding principles that they work with, to determine
whether or not they need to refocus their efforts. For example,
in the year that they chose to be data driven, they ensured that
on a day-to-day basis throughout that year, every decision that
was made had data to support the decision made. In such a
situation, the absence of sufficient data will send them back to
the drawing board to gather the data to inform their choices.
Their guiding principles over the years have also included
customer obsession, and in another year, execution excellence.
Newmont’s culture is underpinned by its values: safety,
responsibility, integrity, sustainability, and inclusion. These
values are essential to how Newmont operates: they are talked
about all the time, they are highlighted in all communications,
and members of staff know they are expected to live by these
values.
Internally, Newmont has a very effective learning and
development system that gives insights on the technical training
an employee requires in order to do their job in addition to the
requirements outlined by mining laws. In 2017, Newmont Ghana
established its leadership brand, the Newmont Africa Regional
Leadership Brand where everyone takes responsibility for
developing themselves. Courses are rolled out on a quarterly
basis and there is flexibility for the courses employees opt for.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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The HR School was launched in 2020 where employees have the
opportunity to grow their skills and competencies in various areas
related to HR and Leadership. This is done though webinars,
articles, learning sessions etc. For formal higher education,
there is the External Training process, where employees who
would like to further their education are provided with financial
assistance. Additionally, the HR Team organizes leadership
workshops, mentoring and coaching.
On creating a diverse Workforce:
Diversity and Inclusion is a major focal point for the One HR
team. In 2016, the CEO of the company at the time, Gary
Goldberg signed the Paradigm for Parity committing to gender
parity at the executive level by 2030. The Africa region signed
this as well and has been committed to this cause, putting in
place deliberate actions that will result in the attaining of this
goal. In addition, the Africa region has committed to gender
parity for the Ahafo North site. Presently, the HR team is working
relentlessly to achieve this specific target, and has made good
progress. The current population of females in the Ahafo North
stands at 32%. The diversity target has been further broken
down into departmental targets based on the fact that that some
departments tend to be less female oriented than others.
There are a number of entry level graduate programs that play
an important part in ensuring/contributing to diversity within
Newmont. The Graduate Development Program, a 2 year
development programme which was launched in 2018/2019,
has as one of its objectives -to attract top university graduates
with a focus on females to address future skill gaps and
demographic changes in the workforce. They have achieved
a female representation of over 50% across the 3 cohorts that
have entered the program so far. The Underground Graduate
Development Program currently has two streams. One for
graduates who are indigenes of the mining communities and
one with a focus on females. This further deepens the diversity
of the organisation.

systems and the HR Team at Newmont is very proud of this.
In the conversation with the Vice-President of Human Resources,
Awo Quaison-Sackey, she shared, “I see in the newspapers that
Newmont is known as one of two largest taxpayers or that we
have paid royalties; but we do a lot for our people. The way we
treat people, the people we employ as well as the people we do
not employ, I would want Newmont to be known for that.” She
cited an example of the HR Social Responsibility project. They
have donated clothes and money to three orphanages: one in
Accra, one near their Akyem mine and the third near their Ahafo
mine site. They have also renovated the Outpatient Department
at Pantang in addition to donating clothes and other items.
On HR in the HR Community
Following their being awarded the Overall Best Organization in
HR Practice at the HR Focus Awards 2021, Newmont intends to
continue to be the organization that stays on track. They intend
to keep working on the projects they have started and learn
some things from other winning organizations at the event such
as Vodafone, MTN, etc.
In concluding the conversation, Awo also mentioned, “I am really
glad that HR Focus organizes the HR Focus Awards because it
allows us to get better as HR professionals in Ghana. Five years
ago, we were not the HR practitioners we are today. I appreciate
the competitive urge that it provides to allow us to do what we
do. I thank Newmont for allowing HR to be able to do what we
do here, and I know it is appreciated. I am also very grateful that
I have the team I have.”
HR Focus looks forward to seeing more innovation from
Newmont’s camp and an overall contribution to the HR
community in Ghana and beyond.

One innovative tool used by the One HR team in advancing
inclusion is identifying “Symbols of Exclusion”. You can easily
spot these by asking; “Is there anything in our environment that
excludes any group of people in any way”. When “symbols of
exclusion” are identified, steps are taken to eliminate them. An
example this year was when maternity uniforms were provided
for expectant mothers on the various sites. For Newmont,
having a diverse workforce better positions them to have a more
productive workforce.
On HR Information Systems (HRIS):
Over the years, the mining industry compared to other industries
lags significantly in the area of technological innovation. In
2019, Newmont Africa initiated a digitization project to eliminate
paperwork by identifying forms for various applications and
digitizing them. By September 2020, a first milestone was
achieved with the conversion of key application forms to a digital
format. This shaved off over four thousand hours of manual work,
without it impacting employees who previously administered
these tasks rather it freed them up to develop HR Business
Partner capability. In addition to that Newmont is providing
access to computers for junior staff members though Kiosks
placed around the sites to allow them have access to these
digitized forms and other web-based applications. They also
have evolved to a centralized HR Service Center as a central
place to process all these digitized systems in both English and
Twi, for those who are more fluent in the local parlance. Though
this has not been launched yet, it is a portion of their digitized
system that has improved their people management and HR
www.hrfocusmagazine.com

INSPIRING YOUNG WOMEN TO PURSUE
SUCCESSFUL CAREERS IN STEM

I

The Story of Newmont Ghana’s New Futures
for Girls Leadership Camp

n an industry where women are underrepresented, Newmont
Ghana has made it a priority to inspire young female students
to pursue careers in Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM).
Established in 2019 and in partnership with Junior Achievement
Ghana, the New Futures for Girls Leadership Camp is a
Newmont Ghana Corporate Social Responsibility initiative under
the company’s Tertiary and Secondary Skills Enhancement
Programme. The initiative focuses on fostering a more diverse
talent pipeline in the mining industry, where women are
underrepresented.
Due to restrictions imposed by COVID-19, what was otherwise a
residential camp has been repackaged into a two-day webinar
aimed at empowering young girls between the ages of 15 to 25
years to build their skills and broaden their future career options.
Newmont Ghana recently hosted the fourth edition of the New
Futures for Girls Leadership Camp, to impact the future careers
of 50 young ladies selected from universities across the country.
Throughout the programme, Newmont Ghana employees and
volunteers from various sectors engaged the participants on
topics including leadership, personal branding and networking,
career planning, mental wellbeing and how to prepare for the
world of work.

Providing insight to the initiative, the Regional Senior Vice
President of Newmont Africa, Francois Hardy said, “Looking
at science-based industries, particularly mining, although
progress has been made in drawing more females into this area,
there are still not enough females in the Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics or STEM field. Through this
webinar, participants are able to learn about how to prepare
for higher education, how to set goals and achieve them, the
different careers in mining, what it takes to be a leader, how to
build confidence, and navigating a digital world.”
Research shows that globally, women tend to fall behind in many
industries when it comes to career progression and leadership
roles. In Africa especially, there are statistics confirming that
executive-level management teams in most industries often
have no female leaders. The New Futures for Girls Leadership
Camp seeks to change that.
Since inception in 2019, the New Futures for Girls Leadership
Camp has impacted over 200 young women from across Ghana,
enriching their professional outlook, while providing them with
corporate exposure through interactions with top management
of Newmont and other seasoned industry experts.
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Mental

Health
& The Workplace

F

ollowing COVID-19’s devastating effects globally, the
concept of wellness has been widely discussed, with
individuals and organisations seeking the best ways to
improve wellbeing. There is something about having to stay
locked up indoors that has changed how people think. Today,
we think more about our neighbours, ourselves, our quality of
life, and in general, we value physical interactions more.
Mental health disorders are among the most burdensome health
concerns, especially since most people suffering from mental
illness are either unaware or undiagnosed. Most people who
suffer from mental health disorders report at least a symptom of
stress, headache, feeling overwhelmed, anxious, or depressed.
During our adult lives, a large proportion of our time is spent
at work. Our experience in the workplace is one of the factors
which determine our overall wellbeing. Research has shown
that employers and managers who put in place workplace
initiatives to promote mental health and to support employees
who have mental disorders see gains not only in the health of
their employees but also in their productivity at work.
Poor Mental health and stress can negatively affect employee:
- Job performance and productivity
- Engagement with one’s work
- Communication with co-workers
- Physical capability and daily functioning.
To create an environment and culture that promotes good
mental health and employees’ wellness, employers can promote
awareness about the importance of mental health and stress
management. Workplace Health Promotion Programs have
proven to be successful, especially when they combine mental
and physical health interventions.
The workplace is an optimal setting to create a culture of health
because of the already existing communication structures,

the programs and policies that come from one central team,
availability of social support networks, availability of incentives
to reinforce healthy behaviours and also access to data to track
progress and measure effectiveness of communications and
engagements.
Practically, there are some action steps employers can take to
improve emotional and mental health in the workplace. They
include:
1. Make mental health self-assessment tools available to all
employees
2. Offer free or subsidized clinical screening for depression
from a qualified mental health professional.
3. Offer health insurance with no or low out-of-pocket costs
for depression medications and mental health counselling
4. Provide free or subsidized lifestyle coaching,
counseling, or self-management programs.
5. Distribute materials such as brochures, fliers, videos to
all employees about the signs and symptoms of poor
mental health and opportunities for treatment.
There has been evidence of improved productivity and increased
organisational cohesion in the teams that take up measures to
improve the wellbeing and mental health of employees. It is an
action every HR Team and leadership team should strongly
consider, especially since we have globally experienced an
interesting and challenging number of years.
Credit: www.Cdc.gov & www.afro.who.int
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WealthPlanner is a highly customizable financial wellness program designed
to educate your employees on how to meet their financial goals at no cost.
We’ll provide them with the tools they need to make informed decisions
about their money and empower them with the knowledge that will last a
lifetime.
We have created a program that is easy to implement by companies like
yours so you can offer this valuable benefit at no cost while also helping your
employees become more financially secure. It’s never been easier or more
affordable than it is now with WealthPlanner. Let us show you what we can
do for your company today!

To register your company, simply send an email to
marketing@petraonline.com.
Limited slots are available!
@PetraOnSocial
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Nyaho Medical Centre –
A journey of Growth in HR

yaho Medical Centre is one of Ghana’s leading private
hospitals and has been in operation for over 51 years. It
started out as a clinic that did not have a full-fledged HR
office. The HR operations was managed by an Administrator,
which limited HR operations to managing leave of absences,
administering of disciplinary action and roster management, as
the process of recruitment and selection was mainly outsourced.
The first few years could be described as a learner stage level
where much of the HR practice was on an ad hoc basis.

The process of growth for HR at Nyaho Medical Centre has
involved the engagement of HR consultants who helped shape
HR management at the Hospital. The growth process began with
engagement of an HR Manager and HR Officer as personnel to
manage HR operations across the hospital. The strategy of the
organization at the assumption of the CEO, Dr. Elikem Tamaklo,
influenced this growth from 2016. Part of this strategy envisioned
a growing hospital with several satellites and increased
employees. This highlighted what the HR team needed to be
developed to achieve the strategy. The HR team transitioned
from having an HR Manager and HR Officer to having an HR
Director, HR Business Partners, Talent Engagement Manager,
Culture & Change Manager and HR Service Delivery Officer.
The constitution of Nyaho’s HR team and its operations strategy
in service of their mission and vision is unique in healthcare.
Their HR strategy mandates all line managers to be responsible
for HR operations for their respective teams. This means they
are responsible for disciplinary action, leave management,
performance management and recruitment for their respective
teams. The HR office only provides support to them as HR
Business Partners where respective departments have HR
Business Partners allocated to them. With the complexity of HR
in Healthcare, the HR Team at Nyaho has dedicated focus on
their selection and recruitment process with role assignment
leading on talent engagement. There is a special focus on their
culture and communications for their people where there is a
role dedicated to this. This is because they also have locum and
contract workers come in to support the business and they do
not want to dilute the culture of the organization
The driving force of Nyaho’s HR team is their people. It is their
desire to see employees happy, healthy and engaged. This is
owing to the fact that their employees are key to their success
as an organization. In their own words, they “believe as an
organization, there is still more we can do and that is what we
aim for. We will strive to continue to improve on our systems and
maintain high excellence in HR practice within the Healthcare
industry.” Their aim is to build trust with their people and
improve the quality of their lives, and they intend to do whatever
will help realize that. Nyaho intends to focus on people culture,
automating HR processes, exploring a diaspora program and
improving learning and development.
Nyaho’s recruitment and selection process is currently
automated and is a process which is initiated by the respective

line managers. There is an HR manager responsible for Talent
Engagement, and he owns that HR process. Role vacancy
requests that are made are advertised online, from where
applicants need to apply after which shortlisted applicants are
invited for an interview. Successful applicants may go through
2-3 tier level interviews based on the role in question. This is
a shift from what it used to be where this was outsourced to
consultants to lead on from start to end.
Each year, the HR Team at Nyaho allocates resources towards
training as part of learning & development efforts. As a team there
are weekly team meetings focused on learning, troubleshooting
and reviewing HR KPI’s. This is aimed at improving the capacity
and competencies of the HR team. The HR Team has also
introduced the khebab Fridays to enable the team wind down
on some Fridays in team bonding activities.
The Board of Directors of Nyaho Medical have outlined 1 out of
the 5 key strategies of the organization to focus on their people.
Each year the performance of the organization is measured
using KPI’s focused on their people. This influences key board
approvals on things such as bonus payouts and salary reviews.
This places a huge responsibility on all line managers who have
this goal cascaded into each of their employee goals for every
year.
This has also informed key initiatives within the organizations.
Her Leadership; Nana-Pokua Appafram,
The Operations Director is one of key leadership roles in
managing the whole business of Nyaho Medical Centre
including strategy and direction. Speaking to her, she shared
her philosophy with us, “As an HR Practitioner my philosophy
has really been around leaving no employee behind as far as
HR decisions and practice in any organization is concerned.
This calls for as much stakeholder engagement. I believe in the
philosophy that happy employees will result in a thriving and
successful organization.”
Having worked in HR practice and now transitioned into
Operations has helped Nana-Pokua in the work of stakeholders
she represents even more. She has developed a new passion
for her role, and continues to lead on HR advocacy and driving
employee rights for happy employees. Personally, she hopes
to improve platforms that amplify the voice of the employee
community. She said, “If HR practice is for and about our people,
we must create platforms and conferences where we have them
speak to policies and strategies that mean much to them”
HR Focus is inspired by Nyaho Medical Centre’s growth in
HR. We look forward to documenting future achievements and
partnering with the HR teams to provide more platforms for
beneficial discussions, people development and positive impact
in the world of work.
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Old Mutual Retirement
Salary- The Best Solution for
All Retirees
O
ld Mutual, an innovative insurance company, has once
launched a pioneering retirement product called “Old
Mutual Retirement Salary.”

This is to provide a guaranteed stream of income for retirees for
the rest of their lives.
The scheme was designed to help retirees
experience all the good things they want while
in retirement.
It helps them enjoy a customized plan tailored
towards their unique needs while helping
protect what matters most to them in retirement.
Rita Boateng, Head of Marketing and Operations
at Old Mutual Ghana, said, “Our offerings and
engagements with our customers are centered
around targeted solutions where the needs,
aspirations and behaviour of customers take
center stage.
“Most retirees would want to have a consistent
stream of income to help them live life on their
own terms. However, life after retirement can
be filled with uncertainties and unforeseen
increases in the cost of living, which can take a
toll on the savings of a Ghanaian retiree.”
The scheme essentially provides that solution to
retirees by ensuring they optimally utilise their
lump sums of tier 2 & 3 or any other source of
income to sustain them for the rest of their lives.
In exchange for the payment of a lump
sum upfront, Old Mutual commits to paying
guaranteed monthly income to the retiree for the
rest of their lives.
Besides paying out monthly salaries, Old Mutual
pays retirees annual bonuses in the form of
salary increases to policyholders (retirees).
To become a beneficiary, one must be 50 years
and above and invest a minimum lump sum of
¢20,000 upfront.

“In addition to the monthly salaries for individual policyholders,
couples can also enjoy Joint Spousal Benefits when they
take the policy together. There is also a funeral cover for all
policyholders,” Mrs Boateng added
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HR Focus Award Winners
T

he HR Focus Awards has recognized over 50 institutions and individuals in various HR Fields of work. The event was first
organised to identify, recognize and honour organisations that have built up a tradition of best practice in Human Resource
Management and bring best HR Practice culture to the awareness of corporate Ghana and the Ghanaian Public. This year, in
addition to acknowledging general HR Practice, HR Focus awarded organisations’ responses to COVID-19.
Out of several organisations that vied to be awarded at the HR Focus Awards, 20 organisations and their individuals came out
successful and were awarded at the Labadi Beach Hotel on Friday, 15th October 2021.

Ecobank

E

cobank Ghana has an exceptional dynamic and innovative
HR Team that was awarded Most Promising HR Management
in Financial Services at the HR Focus Awards 2021. They have
consistently delivered on their mandate as strategy architects to deliver
proactive business partnership to their stakeholders. They believe in
staying connected to their organisational purpose and as such, they
have implemented people focused and technology driven interventions
that they believe have earned them employer of choice in their industry.

VIVO Energy

V

ivo Energy Ghana was awarded Most Promising Organisation
in Learning and Development Practice. At Vivo Energy, HR
is a strategic partner in achieving business goals. They are a
highly dynamic function with one team spirit, wired to drive business
priorities. They work together as a team with “business first” as their
mantra and as such, no silo mentality. Over the past few years, they
have maximize e-learning capabilities. This came in handy at a time
when many organisations were struggling to cope with new ways of
working. Learning and development has formed an integral part in their
approach to talent management. With structured development plans in
place, they constantly build the skills and capabilities of their people to
deliver business results.
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African Regent Hotel
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Most Promising Organisation
in Employee
Relations Practice

T

he African Regent Hotel in its nearly 15 years of operation, has thrived
on the paternalistic approach to leading its workforce in nurturing
a clan-based organisational culture. They pride themselves in their
high level of engagement and transparent
relationship with their workers and their union representation, especially
while dealing with the harsh impact of COVID-19 on our industry.
Furthermore, the hotel has seen a number of major developments and
innovation in its response to COVID-19. They were awarded best HR
Management in Hospitality at the just ended HR Focus Awards 2021.

Cirrus Oil
In spite of the challenges of the past two years, Cirrus Oil successfully
adapted to the “new norm” of work. The HR leadership in the person of
Ama Serwaa Biney, HR Manager at Cirrus Oil successfully built a strong
team to meet organisational goals in this period. They showed evidence
of making great efforts in creating a good environment for employees
to build strong relationships with management and as such, positively
impacting the employees. For this, they were awarded the Most Promising
Organisation in Employee Relations Practice.

OLAM Ghana
In their 27 year history in Ghana, OLAM has remained the leading global
agri-commodity business in the country. Based on the Ghana Club 100
latest ranking, they are among the top five companies in Ghana. Olam
Ghana’s HR team consists of young highly motivated and dynamic
individuals whose competence in talent management constantly helps
to improve OLAM’s organisational efficiency. They were certified as a
Top Employer in Ghana and Africa in 2021. Some innovative initiatives
instituted include: Voices For Change: In march 2021, over 450
members of staff contributed to formulating of gender sensitive policies
such as child adoption policies and extension of maternity leave. By
leveraging on technology, Olam Ghana has created a safe space for
sharing experiences and identifying practices and policies to remove
barriers. They were awarded Best HR Management in Manufacturing at
the HR Focus Awards 2021
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MTN Ghana

T

his telecommunications organisation has created a thriving
environment that offers flexihours, anytime and anywhere
work, and an agile performance management and a focus
on impact execution. In their own words, “MTN Ghana thrives
in a culture of innovation and creative thinking”. Their digital
first culture has established operational agility at the core of its
functions. MTN has successfully created an environment that
focuses on their employee’s wellness, to thrive in positivity. MTN
Ghana’s Investors in People assessment journey started in 2014
and recognized at PLATINUM level in August 2021. At the HR
Focus Awards, they were awarded:
- Best HR Management in Telecommunications and IT
- Best Organisation in Performance Management
- Best Organisation in Organisational Culture
- Best Organisation in Employer Branding
- Best Organisation in Rewards Management Practice
- Most Outstanding Corporate Response to COVID-19
- HR Team of the Year

ABSA Ghana

O

ver the last two years, ABSA’s agenda has prioritized colleague wellbeing. The people and culture function of ABSA Bank is focused on
driving high levels of colleague engagement and also ensuring that the
well-being of their colleagues is paramount. They have successfully boosted
their productivity ratios. Their unique ethos is to ensure that their colleagues
are developed. We focus on positioning ourselves as an employer of choice
with our employee value propositions that they have in place. They have been
named one of the top employers when it comes to talent awards by LinkedIn.
They received the Most Promising Organisation in Performance Management
at the HR Focus Awards 2021. They also received an Honorary Award for HR
Excellence in Diversity, for creating a conducive atmosphere at work for a
colleague who lost their sight while an employee.

HR Focus Awards Winners
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Bank of Ghana
The Bank of Ghana HR team is made up of a group of dynamic and
passionate professionals. This is because they believe in recruiting the
best talents, continuously training and motivating them. They provide
equal opportunity for all they are very transparent and they demand
accountability. They have instituted several measures to boost employee
health and wellbeing and sound mind by investing in an ultramodern health
facility; the bank hospital. They were awarded as the organisation with Best
HR management in Public Sector.

World Vision
International
As a humanitaraian development institution, World Vision
Internaltional has been in existence for over 40 years. They
believe that one of the major reasons for their success is
their people – they call their HR department the People and
Culture department. Over the last two years, they constantly
provided fierce support to their workers, and as such they were
highly motivated throughout the period till now. World Vision
International has been recognized as the best national office
in the region, in the most recent Millenium Excellence Awards
and they attribute this feat to effective people management.
At the HR Focus Awards 2021, they were awarded Best HR
Management in NGO Sector And Most Outstanding (NGO)
Response to COVID-19.

Old Mutual
Ghana
Old Mutual’s Human Capital Team has over the past two
years, they have introduced many innovations to their people
management system. Their HR Manger, Mr. Jehoshaphat T.
Abaya was awarded the HR Rising Star award at the just ended
HR Focus Awards for exhibiting great leadership that is worthy
of applause. Through his unparalleled leadership in executing
HR Strategies, he positively impacted both his HR team and his
organisation as a whole.

Enterprise Ghana
The Enterprise Group HR team was awarded the Most
Promising HR Team of the Year. They have experiences in talent
management, employer branding, HR service delivery, industrial
/ employee relations, compensations and benefits, leadership
development and training and development, the team is well
positioned to ensure the end-to-end employee experience
is well catered for. They have focused on empowering and
training their people to be the “X-factor” of the business.

VRA

The Volta River Authority is a public sector organisation that exists to
power economies and the living standards of the people of Ghana
and West Africa by supplying electricity and related services. At
the HR Focus Awards event their HR Team was awarded the Most
Outstanding Public Sector Response to COVID-19. Management of
VRA has been on top of the fight against the ravaging virus. Right
from the onset of the pandemic, Management of VRA put in place
across-board measures that have helped to protect employees’
safety.

ADVANS Ghana
ADVANS Ghana was awarded the Most Promising Corporate
Response to COVID-19. Though the COVID-19 came as a shock
to the corporate world two years ago, they showed evidence of
great efforts to respond adequately to the pandemic, ensuring
the well-being of their employees, customers, and communities.
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DVLA

As a public sector organisation, DVLA showed great promise
in ensuring the right systems are in place for the mental and
physical wellbeing of their employees. For this, HR Focus
awarded them Most Promising Organisation in Safety,
Employee Wellbeing, & Workplace Design. Employee safety
and wellbeing has become an even larger function in Human
Resource Practice as a result for the COVID-19 pandemic.

SCB Ghana
Standard Chartered Bank Ghana was awarded the Most
Promising Organisation in Diversity and Inclusion at the HR
Focus Awards 2021. As an organisation, they showed evidence
of putting in great efforts to create opportunities for a diverse
workforce to thrive and grow. Their all-inclusive culture has
provided growth and sustainability for business growth and as
such, has positively impacted their business’ performance.

Herbalife
Herbalife Nutrition is a people focused organisation that
encourages all their people to do what is right to the best of their
ability. They focus on various fundamentals such as leadership,
recognition, enhanced communication, people and business
strategy, training and development, and various engagement
drivers, They achieve this by constantly getting feedback
and promoting equal opportunities. Throughout the past two
years, they have successfully implemented an optimal work
environment. They were awarded the Best HR Management in
SME Sector at the HR Focus Awards 2021.
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BUSINESS
CHALLENGE
2021

The 2021 edition of the MTN Pulse Business Challenge was
launched on Tuesday, 10TH August 2021 at the L’AINE Office
Complex. The event was organized by HR Focus in partnership
with MTN Pulse. With MTN Pulse, Gen Z’s and Millennials have
the flexibility to mashup their airtime into voice & data or data
only bouquet. In addition, Pulsers enjoy great discount with our
Pulse loyalty partners such as Potbelly shack, Silverbird, Yango,
and KFC. All you need to do is download the MTN Pulse App
now or dial *567# to enjoy these exclusive privileges and more.
MTN Pulse business Challenge is a tertiary competition that
empowers contestants with business acumen needed for
improving financial performance and leadership development.
The challenge centres around business strategy, critical
thinking, and business marketing.
The various stages of this year’s competition are; elimination
rounds, quarter finals, semifinals and finals stage. In the previous
edition of the HR Focus Africa Magazine, we told the story of the
how the contestants competed and were trained with essential
skills needed in the world of business.
The Journey Continues:
The second elimination round was held on Monday, 1st
November, 2021 at the L’AINE Office Complex, Adabraka. Prior
to the event day, the Top 20 contestants were randomly sorted
into five groups and presented with a case study to solve.
Each group presented their solutions to the judges present and
the contestants were scored individually on their appearance,
presentation content, confidence and critical thinking skills.
Even though presentations were made in teams, marks were
awarded individually. At the end of this stage, ten out of the
twenty participants qualified to the next stage of the challenge;
the Semi-Finals.
Semi Finals:
The top 10 contestants were required to work on their case
studies individually for this round. Additionally, a coach was
assigned to each of them to assist in improving the aesthetics of
their presentations. Assisted by their abled coaches; Ms. Delis
Williams, Content & Community, HR Focus Africa, Mr. Richmond
Nii Okai Tackie, Freelance UI/UX Designer and Mr. Delalorm
Kosi Fiaka, Head, Media, Sales and Events, HR Focus Africa,
participants took turns to impress the judges. The judges were
in the persons of: Mr. Julio Cyriaano, Chief Business Officer,
Echo House, Mr. Frank Asamoah, Senior Manager, Channel
Development & Management, MTN Ghana and Ms. Pearl HR
Consultant, L’AINE Services.

At the end of the semi-finals, Dorothy Opoku Durowaa (KAAF
University), Derek Andy Dadzie (KNUST), Reginald Acheisu
Boateng (UPSA), Joseph Kwame Nkrumah (UPSA) and Joshua
Addai Amoah (KNUST) were able to make it to the final stage.
THE GRAND FINALE
The Grand Finale of the MTN Pulse Business Challenge 2021
is set to take place on Thursday, 2nd December, 2021 at the
L’AINE Office Complex, Adabraka. The top five finalists of this
challenge will have the opportunity to showcase their critical
thinking skills, appearance, confidence, and business expertise
to the judges. Based on scores from the judges, participant’s
social media engagement and the number of MTN Pulse App
downloads each participant is able to accumulate, three of the
five finalists will emerge winners of the MTN Pulse Business
Challenge 2021, with the ultimate winner, taking home a cash
prize GHS 10,000 together with some souvenirs from sponsors.
For updates on the MTN Pulse Business Challenge 2021, follow
@HrfocusU on all social media platforms.
TOP 5 FINALISTS
DOROTHY OPOKU DUROWAA
Dorothy is a marketing student at KAAF University College.
She is a women empowerment activist with a passion for
entrepreneurship and Girl Child Education. She loves to smile.
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REGINALD ACHEISU BOATENG
Reginald Acheisu Boateng, popularly known as Officer
Reginald, is a Business Enthusiast, an effective team player,
a Pan Africanist, and a Global Change maker who possesses
amazing leadership qualities. He wants to be president of
Ghana by 2052.

DEREK ANDY DADZIE
Derek Andy Dadzie is a third-year student of Kwame Nkrumah
University of Science and technology, studying Business
administration (Accounting option). He is the current SRC
Financial Secretary and a member of the Church of Pentecost.
He is a dedicated individual who believes that our sole purpose
on this earth is to serve humanity.

JOSHUA ADDAI AMOAH
Joshua Addai Amoah is a Petroleum Engineering student
at KNUST. He is passionate about entrepreneurship and is
currently working on his startup dubbed “Rentax Ghana”, a
housing assistance company.

JOSEPH KWAME NKRUMAH
Joseph Kwame Nkrumah is the President of the UPSA
Entrepreneurship Club. Over the years, he has learnt to embrace
the disruptive nature of never being satisfied with the Status
Quo. This is why he strives to bring people and ideas together
to make the world a better place. He believes his passion for
Diversity, Equality, and Inclusion lights an inextinguishable fire
beneath everything he does.

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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Knowing The Law;
Aiding and Abetting
By: Deladem Kwaku Adom
When it comes to movies, and how criminal law is enacted on our
TV screens, we hear a lot of charges being placed on criminals
for “Aiding and Abetting”. But what does that really mean as far
as Ghanaian laws are concerned?

commission of the crime, nor do you do anything to prevent it
from happening, you are not guilty of abetment. Ghanaian law
does not term help after the commission of a crime as being
abetment; that is another crime in itself.
Before you give counsel on a matter where emotions are
involved and tempers flare, before you become a member of a
mob who encourages the others to deal with another person or
group of persons, remember section 20 of the Criminal Offences
Act, 1960. It might be the only difference between a prison term
and a peaceful life.
Case in Point:

Aiding &
Abetting

The Criminal Offences Act (1960), Act 29 in Section 20(1)
defines abetment clearly. It states that “a person who, directly
or indirectly, instigates, commands, counsels, procures, solicits,
or in any other manner purposely aids, facilitates, encourages,
or promotes, whether by a personal act or presence or
otherwise, and a person who does an act for the purposes of
aiding, facilitating, encouraging, or promoting the commission
of a criminal offence by any other person, whether known or
unknown, certain or uncertain, commits the criminal offence of
abetting that criminal offence, and of abetting the other person
in respect of that criminal offence.”

This means: any act which helps someone to commit an offence
is termed abetting or the abetment of that criminal offence. The
small shout of encouragement when a suspect is in the hands
of a mob that seeks to mete out justice, the counselling of a
friend to “deal” with his adversary, being a lookout for a friend
who wants to steal, showing your friend the way to the quack
doctor for abortion pills, and any act, however minor, that would
help the commission of the crime is enough to be termed as
abetment.
The consequences of abetment as defined by law is stated in
sub sections 2 and 3 of section 20. It is clearly stated that an
abettor to a crime will be punished just as severely as the person
who committed the crime. The law views the abettor as having
engaged in the substantial offence. This means that it does not
differentiate between the person who committed the crime and
the person who only facilitated or counselled them concerning
it. They are both liable before the law.
If the crime was unsuccessful, the law in subsection 3 shows that
the courts still hold on to it as though it was committed and the
abettor receives the same punishment as the actual offender,
except when the punishment is one of death, and the abettor
receives a life term instead.
It is interesting to note that if an individual’s presence at a
crime scene was to encourage another to commit a crime, they
have abetted the crime. However, if you are at the scene of the
commission of a crime and you do not in any way facilitate the

The above tweet is a pidgin narration of the following incident: An
employee, Brian has just been queried at work for yelling “Hoh”
whenever anyone is insulted. Based on that, he was identified
as an instigator to a fight, seeing as his exclamation heightened
emotions in the workplace.
Essentially, knowing where the lines are drawn will assist
organisations in determining whose actions aided and abetted
a crime, especially in the world of work. In a work environment
that does not speak directly to the topic, the rule of the land is
sovereign.
This is an unsolicited prompt to determine what laws govern
your work environment on aiding and abetting. You never know
how you may be aiding in committing an offence to your boss or
your organisation.

Deladem Kwaku Adom
Law Student, Wisconsin University and
Copy Writer at Aloes Group
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Dr. Mrs. Ellen Hagan
Dear HR,
I work at a very high-profile organisation in Ghana, my job pays
me very well and I love it- well, sometimes.
Lately, I have been feeling a little resentful and slightly annoyed at
the work expectations of my boss. My team works very hard which
sometimes translates to staying at the office after work hours just
to meet our target. I didn’t mind doing this earlier because I was
unmarried and well, I loved my job but lately, my boss seems to
always expect that we will always stay behind after work hours to
finish work.
Recently, he informed my team that we would be working during
some days of the Christmas holidays since there is still work to be
done. I have thought of reporting this to HR but I don’t want it to
appear as if I am not a team player. I am honestly very tired, please
advise me on what my next steps should be.
Signed,
A tired employee

negative people and those who tend to winge all the time and be with
positive minded people.
- Reconsider the way you look at work: Try to find some value in your
work. Even in some mundane jobs, you can often focus on how your role
helps others, for example, or provides a much-needed product or service.
Focus on aspects of the job that you do enjoy, even if it’s just chatting with
your coworkers at lunch. Changing your attitude towards your job can
help you regain a sense of purpose and control.
- Find balance in your life: If you dislike your job, look for meaning and
satisfaction elsewhere in your life: in your family, friends, hobbies, or
voluntary work. Focus on the parts of your life that bring you joy.
- Reevaluate your priorities: Burnout is an undeniable sign that something
important in your life is not working. Take time to think about your hopes,
goals, and dreams. Are you neglecting something that is truly important
to you? This can be an opportunity to rediscover what really makes you
happy and to slow down and give yourself time to rest, reflect, and heal.
- Set boundaries: Don’t overextend yourself. Learn how to say “no” to
requests on your time. If you find this difficult, remind yourself that saying
“no” allows you to say “yes” to the commitments you want to make.

Dear Tired E–mployee,
What you have described sounds like burnout. Briefly,
“Burnout is a state of emotional, physical, and mental exhaustion
caused by excessive and prolonged stress. It occurs when you feel
overwhelmed, emotionally drained, and unable to meet constant
demands. As the stress continues, you begin to lose the interest
and motivation that led you to take on a role in the first place.
The negative effects of burnout spill over into every area of life—
including your home, work, and social life. It can also cause longterm changes to your body that make you vulnerable to illnesses.
Because of its many consequences, it is important to deal with
burnout right away.”
- Take a break from work: What I suggest you do is take advantage
of the new normal and ask for a flexible work schedule. Speak to
your immediate supervisor and with the help of HR piggy back on
some workplace wellness policies and take some time off work.
What could work immediately is to take Fridays and Mondays off
so you will have a four-day break from work as a start.
- Reach out to those closest to you and find new friends:
Remember to talk to the right people. Limit your contact with

- Take a daily break from technology: Set a time each day when you
completely disconnect. Put away your laptop, turn off your phone, and
stop checking email or social media.
- Nourish your creative side: Creativity is a powerful antidote to burnout.
Try something new, start a fun project, or resume a favorite hobby. Choose
activities that have nothing to do with work or whatever is causing your
stress.
- Set aside relaxation time: Relaxation techniques such as yoga, meditation,
and deep breathing activate the body’s relaxation response, a state of
restfulness that is the opposite of the stress response.
- Get plenty of sleep: Feeling tired can exacerbate burnout by causing
you to think irrationally. Keep your cool in stressful situations by getting a
good night’s sleep.
Do not forget the first step is to talk to someone, your immediate
supervisor if you have a good rapport with her/him. Self-talks also help.
As a Christian, I recommend this verse: I CAN DO ALL THINGS THROUGH
CHRIST WHO GIVES ME STRENGTH (Philippians 4:13)
Signed,
HR

www.hrfocusmagazine.com
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TAKPUJTTZTVSVCVWBISARYSZO
WWUSAVMHQIJEIHAGEWDASCNXK
FRUSTRATINGCEIIWEFEAOBOPE
FLUDGHELIYINWLBMJLRMHGIEO
MHNBCTVNULJEPDXGCZMUEYTOI
KBUMWEYUTEBROCWUPUGNCECPC
CBELIEFSISSEIANJNMERDXALL
LWTCILFNOCNFNRIIERNYCLPEV
ELTBEIIXQLAFTECXAFECBOWBM
CZPITROSTRGIGAUTODRALCCLD
TSUMPOEPSSBDTKILJMAIIEXRV
TCARETNIBVRIEOYYIDTCKRQDM
KYYCSLLYBUOENUHBLIIPSULMN
POAABTBLSNRBNSXGCWOVUTJJZ
GYTBPSGIHBQDANGSAZNCOATCZ
OCYAWGXISMQLEEARAPUEIMVNH
USWGFDFKYNFHTNUMIFDJDETAM
PONUAAVALNODVIHGWUCVUABDR
CBVVPCARLHMPHFEETPSATDYFR
YSIVCFQMTXZTSIRITEYXSOZWF
XCALCGRBTZPNTETXDWXMMBJRZ
OPINIONSCEREATRSPGNHLHOIK
NRCQYCAVIRPQATHOUGHTSKPGG
CGACOJSMOKYMXRWBGVAOASPNI
GVORRHHRKNCPXJMVCLFDPCCJW

Bites on the
Run

Actions
Actions
Attitude
Attitude
Beliefs
Beliefs
Burden
Burden
Childcare
Childcare
Communication
Communication
Conflict
Curfew
Conflict
Differences
Curfew
Flashy
Differences
Flashy
Frustrating
Gap

Frustrating
Gap
Generation
Interact
Manners
Mature
Nuclear
Opinions
Parents
People

Politics
Privacy
Responsible
Studious
Tastes
Thoughts
Values
Viewpoint
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